
OPINION ESSAY TOPICS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

Thus, an argumentative essay requires the student to investigate a topic, collect evidence, and evaluate evidence in
order to clearly establish a.

How can a student find a balance between school and social life? How important is modern art education for
developing abilities of children, teenagers, and adults? To make your paper really firm, give a final example or
story that backs up your thesis. The number of body paragraphs will mostly depend on the length of your
paper. Why are jails so overcrowded with convicts in the US? In argumentative writing, we appeal to logic.
The implications of traditional "trick or treat" custom Should the state provide homes to lonely senior citizens
for free? Should the state offer aid to everyone who claims they need it? What would you do if you were the
last person left on Earth? Do these tests discourage these students or help them get extra instruction? Choose
your Type of Work Writing. I have tried my best to pick inspiring topics, so you have a start for ideas you may
already have in mind: The college professors are often biased and often show signs of favoritism. How
donating blood benefits the society and you The underestimated importance of drinking enough water How to
maintain a healthy diet without overdoing it How few people can do a CPR How you endanger others by
smoking Are there any 'easy' tips for staying fit? Do you think that this statement is true? In this way, we can
talk even to a little child. Follow the detailed guidelines to succeed: After choosing a title , select the preferred
position after deciding which of the problem to cover and is there any solution you can offer based on personal
experience and knowledge. Difference between Good Persuasive Speech Topics and Argumentative Topics
Do not hurry to jump over to the list of good persuasive speech topics without reading the basics. In this
particular case, custom writing is the perfect solution that saves time and effort. Are dogs more friendly than
the cats? Do not stop on those topics that do not arise any arguments. How important is it to support education
in other countries and why? As an international student or someone from a particular culture, write down your
personal thoughts. Why are laws against drunk driving ineffective? How to optimize the street traffic to ensure
the safety of bicycle drivers? What makes a great class and what makes a superior teacher? Address teachers
at your high school or college. The college debt among the students often makes the college education less
favorable and turns studying into an endless financial challenge. Schools should move toward all electronic
textbooks. Argue for the importance of athletics to students in high school. Do the modern TV series
exaggerate the importance of money for the success of a person? Do we know enough about the important
figures from the African-American history? Why is it important to safeguard dolphin populations? The
underused potential of electroconvulsive treatment The effective methods to withstand stress factors The
negative long-term and short-term effects of steroids for farm animals Pros and cons of donating organs The
dangers of homeopathic treatment The dangers of anti-vaccination ideology How sleepwalking can be fatal
The hidden threat of vaporizers The myth of electronic cigarettes being less harmful than tobacco Why we
should be skeptical about diet pills What is Red Cross day for?


